The article studies the peculiarities of verbalizing the category of ambiguity on the material of English literary texts translated into Arabic. Seven texts of writers-postmodernist — J. Barnes, T. McCarthy, I. McEwan, D. Lodge, D. Mitchell, were chosen to be analyzed. The subject of the category of ambiguity research is both logic and philosophical, and linguistic. Lexemes denoting ambiguity are described in terms of their belonging to semantic (thematic) fields, including their contrastive and stylistic properties. There are involved proper lexical units denoting ambiguity, and contextual, occasional means, while their dictionary definitions do not reveal the semes of ambiguity. The study deals with the role and functions of nominative units reflecting ambiguity and uncertainty of the world contemporary literary discourse through translation into Arabic. The methodology is based on the functional interaction of lexis and grammar as one of the systemic linguistics principles. The study conclusions proceed from the provision on the Arabic language to demonstrate the system of various lexical means to express the ambiguity category, and their determinant to be implied in paradigmatic relations of language system, and syntagmatic relations between textual semantic units which both explain grammar structure of language and the nature of semantic correlations in its lexical subsystem. The authors draw a conclusion that both English and Arabic languages possess universal extralinguistic meaning of nominative ambiguity, while the semantic field nucleus fulfills the crucial function to select and assort proper means and units to realize the ambiguity category in texts. Differentiation of ambiguity nominations according to their application is not homogeneous due to lexical nominations making up the main means to realize ambiguity principle as both semantic and grammatical category. In course of studying the topic issue it seems adequate to study the topic of ambiguity conceptualization in languages of different structure and arrange the means to verbalize the ambiguity concept using the method of systemic comparison.
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В статье рассматриваются особенности вербализации неопределенности на материале переведенных на арабский язык англоязычных художественных текстов. Материалом исследования явились семь художественных текстов постмодернистов Дж. Барнса, Т. МакКарти, И. МакЮена, Д. Лоджа, Д. Митчелла. Предметом исследования является логико-философская и как лингвистическая категория неопределенности. Лексемы, которые обозначают неопределенность, анализируются с точки зрения принадлежности к семантическим (тематическим) полям, а также в контрастивном и стилистическом аспектах. Рассмотрены как лексические единицы, имеющие значение неопределенности, так и контекстуальные, окказиональные средства, словарные толкования которых не содержат семы неопределенности. В исследовании включены как лексические единицы, имеющие значение неопределенности, так и контекстуальные, окказиональные средства, словарные толкования которых не содержат семы неопределенности. В исследовании описывается роль и функции номинаций неопределенности элементов современного мирового художественного дискурса на примере перевода на арабский язык. Методологией исследования стал разработанный в системной лингвистике принцип функционального взаимодействия лексики и грамматики. Выводы исследования включают тезис о том, что арабский язык доказывает систему разнообразных лексических средств выражения принципа неопределенности; детерминанта входит в парадигматические отношения языковой системы и в синтагматические отношения между текстовыми семантическими единицами, что объясняет грамматический строй языка и природу семантических связей в лексической системе. Авторы делают вывод о том, что английский и арабский языки имеют универсальное вневыразковое значение неопределенности и различий между ними нет. Ключевое слово: арабский язык, маркированность, неопределенность, номинация, семантическое поле, система
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In course of mastering the real surrounding himenvironment, a man perceives everything new and anything incomprehensive as undetermined, while uncertainty and doubt used to accompany progress and served as its strong impact. Proceeding from the thesis understanding language as a reflection of every aspect of existence, one may suppose that there are all possible prerequisites for language ipse sui and any natural language as well (e.g., Arabic) to possess enough means to realize uncertainty both as logic and philosophical category and linguistic one. This objective rule lays in the basis of the subject of our research of the uncertainty category.

Lexical and grammatical means of the Arabic language let us clearly and variably verbalize the status of uncertainty in speech. However, to reveal the specifics of textual realization in the light of modern linguistics based on the absolutization of uncertainty, the demand to analyze manifestation of its means arises in modern literary texts as well. For the purpose we used the resources of contrastive linguistics and referred to English bestsellers’ texts translated into Arabic. The choice of literary samples is stipulated by the further possibility to enlarge the list of languages under comparison which previews vast perspectives to establish interaction of specific partial grammatical categories and the general morphological type of contrasting languages.

**Research Material**


Among the total variety of Arabic nominations of uncertainty (2151 lexical units) the analyzed texts contain 1189 lexemes (55% of the total) belonging to 18592 context (in average, each lexical unit is used 15 times). It’s a solid rate index taking into account that the general register includes rarely used words as well (terms and slang). Such recurrence of textual revelations of Arabic concept «المبدأ الربيبة» reflects its significance for the modern Arabic linguistic conscience.

**Analysis of Samples**

Empirical analysis demonstrated that uncertainty nominations are represented in all analyzed texts and correlate with the lining of the nominative field of the concept.
«مبدأ الريبة». To objectivize the concept, we involved contextual, occasional means and dictionary entries which don’t include interpretation of uncertainty seme. [1]. The fragment mentioned contains fivefold repetition of the lexeme «متوسط» semantically interpreted as («نموذجية لمعظم الناس والأشياء») and approximated to uncertainty, but not equal to it. In the context lexical unit obtains the meaning of mediocrity, intermediate condition.

Distribution of the representation degree of lexis in the texts as percentage of the total number of actualized lexemes assumes the following presentation (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. Textual implementation of Arabic nominations of uncertainty in 21st-century British bestsellers in Arabic

While reviewing the distribution of nominations accepted, the regulation was revealed: each text contains dominant lexemes which are dominating in quantity or number and concentrate around themselves other components of the nominative field. Quantitative analysis showed that in the processed texts there exist key elements of the nominative field of the concept «مبدأ الريبة» (percentage of the total number of the concept lexical representations in each text) (Table 1).

The investigated empirical material demonstrates that recurrent key lexemes to denote uncertainty in the analyzed texts of different writers are practically coinciding.

The review of the trend manifesting itself after the calculation of every key nomination of uncertainty expression we’d present in the diagramme.
The most frequent lexical units with a sevenfold of uncertainty in 21st-century British bestsellers in Arabic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McEwan</th>
<th>D. Mitchill</th>
<th>McCarthy</th>
<th>J. Barnes</th>
<th>D. Lodge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>half – 30.36%</td>
<td>half – 29.21%</td>
<td>half – 31.54%</td>
<td>half – 28.3%</td>
<td>half – 43.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not knowing – 10.9%</td>
<td>Not knowing – 16.4%</td>
<td>Question – 11.86%</td>
<td>Not knowing – 16.6%</td>
<td>Not knowing – 14.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question – 10.53%</td>
<td>Not knowing – 16.37%</td>
<td>Question – 7.7%</td>
<td>Question – 6.45%</td>
<td>Not knowing – 19/7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doubt – 7.69%</td>
<td>doubt – 711.23%</td>
<td>doubt – 7.83%</td>
<td>Vague – 8.9%</td>
<td>half – 30.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probable – 7.29%</td>
<td>Vague – 6.74%</td>
<td>Vague – 5.39%</td>
<td>Mystery – 9.41%</td>
<td>probable – 8.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vague – 9.41%</td>
<td>probable – 16.42%</td>
<td>Mystery – 9.68%</td>
<td>probable – 16.42%</td>
<td>Unsure – 7.74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prefeferential writers’ use of definite nominations to denote uncertainty is almost identical and could serve as the evidence for:

1) chosen lexemes belong to the core of the nominative field of the literary concept "مبدأ الريبة" and reflect general regularities of the apprehension of the concept by Arabic mentality bearers;

2) verbalization of disorder or uncertain state is inherent of literary postmodern practices considering absolutization of uncertainty and is realized in all literary texts having similar indexes among the texts of different writers, e.g., I. McEwen and D. Mitchell;

3) for objectivizing uncertainty by means of relevant factors one has to refer to writers’ arrangements and style. It is proved with identical indexes of sets of nominations in the texts of the same writer (I. McEwan), as in the left sector of the diagramme (picturing indexes of three texts of one and the same writer) the distribution of lexemes coincides and it gives the evidence of similarity of writer’s style of the texts.

We esteem the individual writers’ preferences in using lexemes which do not belong to the core nominations of uncertainty help expose their personal arrangements of each text. Besides, language preferences of the writers are motivated by stories. Thus, in the novel by J. Barnes, recurrent lexemes «الغموض» and «غير متأكد» express protagonist’s ambition to solve a mystery of a friend’s death and uncertainty of search results; «صصاب دوار» lexeme of T. McCarthy imply physical and psychological faults of the character after suffering a hard trauma; «قلق» of D. Mitchell reflect multiple secrets of characters and worries after they were solved; in the novel by D. Lodge lexeme «قلق» denotes permanent character’s agitation concerning intimate relations with a student of his.

Graphic presentation of a number of lexeme use in each analyzed text takes the form as in Fig. 2 (the percentage of the total fixed nominations). To make a note, the
words to undergo analysis were chosen together with all their derivatives (semes were registered, not word forms). If to sum up all nominations of uncertainty used by the writers, the most widespread are the following: “نصف” — 28%, “ليس معروفا” — 15%, “سؤال” — 14%, “محتمل” — 8%, “شك” — 6%. Considering their semantics, the majority of the domain lexemes (4 and 5) express “subjective” uncertainty speaking in favour of their content subjectivation.

Proceeding from quantitative data, the correlation within the main five nominations of uncertainty looks like that:

Quantitative indexes of these nominations in literary texts, lexis makes up the main five or 2/3 of all lexical units bearing semantics of uncertainty, and just one third makes up other nominations. This ratio persists in each text (see: Fig. 9). So, to depict the impression of instability and uncertainty in the English language texts there are largely used nominations of indistinct uncertainty seme and their associates.
The rest of usage include one third of sampled nominations (31% in number almost identical to the usage of a sole lexeme «نصف»). Only two of the lexemes («شك» и «سؤال») belong to the core of the nominative field of the concept. It means that in literary texts, to reflect the literary “universal and pervasive” uncertainty the writers go in for using lexical means of the near-core zone and periphery of the nominative field of the concept, as the zones mentioned do not have exact limits, and such lexical means bear ambivalence. Genre features also demand the writers use expressiveness that contradicts the unambiguity of nominations and facilitate the textual use of peripheral lexical units. The obtained transposed quantitative indexes of the nominative field of the literary concept of uncertainty are exposed as a distribution of its verbalization as the core of the nominative field (Fig. 4):

Fig. 4 shows the approximation of lexemes to the core of the nominative field of the literary concept «شيء مجهول». The analysis of the text revealed the crucial aspect to objectivize the concept of uncertainty: several nominations acquire the functions of uncertainty markers in the text only (uncertainty semes are not reflected in the dictionary entries). It gives the evidence of the existing redistribution among the zones of the nominative field of the concept – peripheral elements become the core ones which is most typical of the modern Arabic literary texts., as “transfer of core and peripheral layers of the concept is observed during the periods of cultural arrangements changes, spiritual crisis and first of all, in the literary discourse” [2].

Quantitative textual indexes demonstrated that the ratio of a number of usage samples of lexical and morphological means made up about 1:2 (18591:31169). Despite much lesser amplitude of Arabic morphological means to express uncertainty, their functional characteristics and implicative potential let confirm the high productivity in use as the uncertainty markers.
The domination of a lexeme «صف» (a noun) over used in texts nominations of uncertainty (thesaurus analysis didn’t find it among the core elements of the nominative field) proves non-compliance between the dictionary reflection of uncertainty (linguistic, reflected in the dictionary entries) and discourse (speech, which is actualized in literary texts). The central position of this lexical unit might be proved with a few factors. Firstly, it’s the lexeme’s semantics (شيء غير كامل: جزئي أو لكن ليس تماماً) (thing: the £ 8.500.000 total of insurance compensation – 부당한 구두이나) which provides its fragmentary, incomplete nature that is some ambiguity, vagueness. In this angle, for example, the character of T. McCarthy’s novel «Remainder» perceives rather neutral stance (نصف الهدية). The allusion on the half to add to the amount causes his embarrassment and dismay.

Instability of situation has got a broad expression in literary texts and provides to attract in verbalizing the lexeme «صف» and its derivatives: «لماذا يندفع هناك؟» (Why does he rush there?) a noun (in sentences to fulfill functions of a subject, a part of compound nominal predicate, an apposition): «صف مساحة وعيضهم فقط قابلة للحياة» (a space just available for life). Thanks to accumulating the means of various linguistic levels, and according to the excess principle, some fragments of literary narrative possess the high degree of semantic “concentration” of uncertainty. For the sake of intensification of the uncertainty effect, within a sentence, British authors use a number of means of various linguistic levels, which serve to singularize the lexeme’s semantics («صف») – the objectivization of the atmosphere of instability in their texts: «قبل شهرين أخبروا بعضهم البعض بأن كانوا في حالة حب» (Before two months, they informed each other that they were in love). Thanks to accumulating the means of various linguistic levels, and according to the excess principle, some fragments of literary narrative possess the high degree of semantic “concentration” of uncertainty. For the sake of intensification of the uncertainty effect, within a sentence, British authors use a number of means of various linguistic levels, which serve to singularize the lexeme’s semantics («صف») – the objectivization of the atmosphere of instability in their texts: «قبل شهرين أخبروا بعضهم البعض بأن كانوا في حالة حب» (Before two months, they informed each other that they were in love).

The second reason of this lexeme domination lies in its strong derivational potential, because as a morpheme (نصف) it could belong to any lexical unit despite its word-class attribution, and it makes grow the number of its textual usages. Thus, the novel by D. Mitchell «Cloud Atlas» counts 127 usages of 32 lexical units with «نصف» component derived from the Arabic outspread (نصف صعوبة وعيضهم) (The Sense of an Ending) — 45, «The Sense of an Ending» — 25, «On Chesil Beach» — 20. The total of usages of the words with the «نصف» component made up 496 lexical units. Both nouns and verbs, adjectives and participles might combine with «نصف».

Thirdly, as an independent lexeme, it is functionally flexible and could belong to various parts of speech in the text as those:
- a noun (in sentences to fulfill functions of a subject, a part of compound nominal predicate, an apposition): «صف» (a noun)
  - a verb (in sentences to fulfill functions of a verbal predicate): «صف» (to be)
  - an adjective (in sentences to fulfill functions of an adjectival predicate): «صف» (to be)
  - a participle (in sentences to fulfill functions of a participial predicate): «صف» (being)

A great many of such derivatives are contained in other analyzed texts: «Atone-ment» — 117, «Remainder» — 115, «Saturday» — 47, «Deaf Sentence» — 45, «The Sense of an Ending» — 25, «On Chesil Beach» — 20. The total of usages of the words with the «نصف» component made up 496 lexical units. Both nouns and verbs, adjectives and participles might combine with «نصف».
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- a determinative (in text, attribute): تدابير أي هناك يكون لن، فشل هناك يكون عندما  
  «نصف»[8];
- an adverb (the adverbial modifier of modus operandi): ركض سيسيليا تاليس نصفها »: مع زهوها على طول الطريق الذي مر به النهير[9].

In the novel of T. McCarthy «Remainder» «نصف» forms an occasional reduplicative morpheme «نصف نصف»:[10. C. 84]. Reduplicated compounds demonstrate semantic intensity, which is why we treat them as individual authors’ nonce words, because we could fix such formation in a single text of a single writer.

The data obtained shows that among other nominations of the «مبدأ الريبة» concept in the analyzed texts prevail:
- مثل وكانت، العناصر في وكذلك الشوارع في هناك كان الذي الارتباط عدم تذكرت»: (246) ظلام
  [11. C. 260—261];
- من باقل القبول هذا القبول باقل من الآخرين كان أيضاً بسبب الخوف، الطيب: (205) خوف
  [12]؛
- كنت لولا مهينة على الفور، وقد افترضت بريوني أن هذه التغيرات: (175) الأخرى غضبة من تغيير
  [13]؛
- كان والحادث، الحمام كانت ذكريتي أن لو كما كان»: (124) الضوضاء
  [14]؛
- كارثية نهاية إلى تصل أن يمكن للحضارة الممكنة الطرق من العديد هناك»: (117) حدوثة جانز
  [15]؛
- [16]؛
  [17].

There the sense of uncertainty is not the main dictionary meaning, however, it is used in the text and is contextually supported with the concentration of meanings of semantically similar lexemes. Due to the “sense repletion” (the term was introduced by M.V. Nikitin [18]) and coordination of synonymic lexis in the text, we notice the stronger direct nominative meaning of uncertainty which is overlapping with contextual meanings of a broad range of lexical units.

Key words of a text and their most frequent associates make up the core elements of the nomination field of the concept [20], and semantic dominants of texts, “the background of stylistic devices speaking of the authors’ textual strategies” [21]. The analysis carried out lets qualifying the concept «الريبة مبدأ» to be the text creating component of British literary texts, which according to the arrangement of the absolutization of uncertainty also belongs to the modern literary Arabic system.

Even more important aspect of content development of literary texts considering semantics of exposed lexemes, is the review in terms of “double encoding”. According to the theory of postmodernism, a message exists a complex interaction of various codes (which R. Bartes defines as “super textual organization of meanings imposing the image of a certain structure” [22]). According to D. Fokkema, there are such codes of literary text:
- linguistic code (code of natural language – here Arabic);
- literature code (as the perception of literary texts as coherent ones);
- genre code (expectations of genre qualification of a text);
- idiolect of a writer (recurrent features of individual style);
- postmodernism code as a literary trend (realization of literary arrangements and poetics) [23].

Specifics of such encoding is a simultaneous realization of codes and their concurrence in process of receiving a text by a reader: “Every code limits and denounces the actions of other codes forming and approving its own choice of linguistic units and their arrangement” [24].

**Conclusions**

Finally, the analysis of the modern world literary discourse in the Arabic variation demonstrated the Arabic contains a large amount of various lexical means to express the uncertainty principle.; thy make up a coherent system and subordinate definite regulations. Cultural and etymological markedness of some uncertainty nominations (despite using the world bestsellers for analysis) deals with specifics of their perception by Arabic language bearers. It limits their usage and brings difficulties for perception, still, at the same time, it broadens their potential as such markedness causes new senses, correlating with the established ones. Arabic and English languages express the universal extralinguistic sense of uncertainty nomination – a textual lexical unit as a sign of an object not yet balanced in the exact communicative act – through specific linguistic meanings of the correlated lexemes and grammatical the forms.

Lexis denoting various aspects of uncertainty, embraces a broad span of human activity and communication. The distribution among the application spheres of uncertainty nominations is not even. Thus, lexical nominations are a powerful means of textual realization of the uncertainty principle both as semantic and grammatical category. The carried out research also showed that the notion of determinant put forward within systemic theory of language by G.P. Melnikov, could be applied both to systemic paradigmatic relations and syntagmatic relations between textual semantic units, as well as the explanation not only the grammatical structures of language, but also the nature of semantic ties in lexical system. The high degree of synthetism and orientation of the Arabic language determinant to the maximal grammatization of semantic categories embodies into grammatical expression of uncertainty meaning in close connection of lexical and grammatical means to realize this category.

The analysis of semantics of textual lexical units and grammatical forms bring the conclusion of determinative role of the core of semantic field in arranging proper units in course of textual realization of uncertainty category which is the evidence of systemic arrangement of semantic field both in a national language as a whole and a single separate text.

Among the perspectives of further research, one might name a range of issues connected with conceptualization of uncertainty in languages of different structure, in particular, studying mechanisms and means to verbalize the uncertainty concept applying systemic comparative anlysis.
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